TR66

Triplex Heads

Easily attache
es to yo
our tripllex
greenss mowe
er to giv
ve you
cutting
g, rolling and slicing in
a mahc
cine you
ur operrators are
Familia
ar with.
Designed to attach to a triplex greens
mower and driven in the traditional
direction, these units feature Tru-Turf’s
proven greens rolling technology,
incorporating both the triple oﬀset rollers
and engageable slicing blades.
Slicing blades can be easily engaged from
no contact to half depth 3/4” (20mm) or full
depth 11/4” (30mm) settings.

Greens can be perimeter rolled, or rolled
in any direction that mowing can be
performed.
Tru-Turf triplex heads are easily mounted
to John Deere 2500 mowers, Jacobsen 4,
5, and 6 series mowers and the Toro 3000,
3250 series mowers giving you a versatile
rolling, mowing and slicing machine.
Triplex heads for the latest brand mowers
are currently under development.

IMPROVE TURF HEALTH AND REDUCE COSTS.
Superior Results
The 66” combined rolling width, incorporates Tru-Turf’s
patented triple offset roller configuration for great
results whether rolling or rolling & spiking.

Repurpose with a retrofit
The heads easily attach to your Triplex mower
converting it to a cost effective rolling, mowing and
slicing machine that your operators are famililar using.

A Team player
The TR66 comes in several bracketed variations to suit
most of the popular industries Triplex mower brands
and models.

Rapid Results
The TR66 roller can operate at high speed, and
is only restricted by the host mower and local
conditions.

TR66 Specifications
Smoothing Rollers

3 offset

Roller Diameter

2 3⁄8” (60mm)

Swath

66” (1685mm)

Spikers

13 x 8 points to a depth of 20mm (3⁄4”)
or 30mm (11⁄4”)

Weight

130lb. (58kgs)
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